MIRRORLITE® MIRROR- 5x8 HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL COMBO ROLLING STAND

1) ALWAYS HANDLE THE MIRRORS FROM THE SIDES. DO NOT PRESS INTO THE MYLAR SURFACE.

2) UNPACK MIRRORS FROM THE BOX. CAREFULLY CUT TAPE ON FOUR SIDES AND LIFT OFF TOP.

3) USING TWO PEOPLE, HOLD TWO MIRRORS TOGETHER AND LIFT OUT MIRRORS WITH PACKAGE INSERTS.

4) SAFELY STAND THE MIRRORS ON THE SIDE AND REMOVE INSERTS, PLACE IN BOX AND CLOSE BOX TO USE AS WORK TABLE.

5) PLACE PLASTIC COVERED MIRROR FACE DOWN ON TOP OF CLOSED BOX.

6) LOCATE THE STAND HARDWARE AS SHOWN.

7) LEFT TEE, RIGHT TEE, BUMPER BAR, 4- FLATHEAD SCREWS, 4-ROUNDHEAD SCREWS AND 1-SELF-DRILLING FLATHEAD SCREW.
8) SETTING UP FOR THE HORIZONTAL POSITION, LOCATE LEFT TEE WITH 12” STOP FACING YOU.

9) PLACE BUMPER BAR OVER STOP AND SECURE WITH FLATHEAD SCREWS. ROUND CORNERS FACING TOWARD YOU AND COUNTER SINK HOLES UP.

10) FOLD BACK PLASTIC FROM BACK OF MIRROR, SO STAND MAY BE ATTACHED TO MIRROR. HOLD MIRROR SO 96” IS HORIZONTAL AND CENTERED ON STAND.
11) REST MIRROR ON BUMPER BAR AND ATTACH STANDS WITH ROUND HEAD SCREWS BY RED TAPE.

12) REPEAT STEP 11 FOR TOP OF STAND.

13) LOCATE HOLE IN BUMPER BAR CENTER, USE DRILL TO INSTALL SELF DRILLING SCREW. BE SURE PLASTIC COVER IS NOT TRAPPED BETWEEN MIRROR EDGE AND BUMPER BAR.
14) TO USE MIRROR AND STAND WITH 96” IN THE VERTICAL POSITION, REMOVE MIRROR AND CHANGE BUMPER BAR TO LOWER TEE STAND LOCATION.